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Dear brothers and sisters,

On January 1 our family started the year 
with a meal at Teklosien and Elsa's home. In 
past years I had regular conversation hours 
with Teklosien in German using the Bible. In 
the second or third week of the year, I was 
not feeling well on a Sunday afternoon. It 
took me until the following Sunday to regain 
enough strength so that I still could do the 
preaching. As I was beginning to get better, 
my wife's condition was becoming worse.       Teklosien and Elsa with their children Yann and Ufoita
We are glad that it is all over now and we can concentrate on other things than taking 
medicine, drinking hot tea, and patiently waiting for better times. 
        At the beginning of the year I wanted to start with a strong focus on outreach. As 
during the past years, we had a Missions Sunday on the first Sunday of January which 
basically meant that I was preaching on enhancing our church outreach. 

Missions Sunday 
On Missions Sunday I wanted to preach an encouraging message that would help our 
common mission as a congregation to the community to grow stronger. I showed a three 
minute video of the mission project with the young people from Pickerington, Ohio, who 
were in Thun in July 2013. Since they will be returning in July of this year, I wanted to 
show this video to prepare the congregation for their coming. Three people have already 
started preparing for the project this past fall: Danielle, Regula, and I. One major emphasis 
of our group is that the church's involvement in the project week will be greater than two 
years ago. That is one of the things that I also tried to communicate on Missions Sunday. 

Preaching and Teaching On the Kingdom of God 
Since I would like to see a growth in our 
outreach as a church, I held a series of 
lessons on the Kingdom of God. On each 
Sunday morning we looked at one parable 
in Matthew 13. Jesus tells in each of these 
parables what the growing kingdom of 
heaven is like and how people will 
continue to enter into it in the future. On 
Wednesday evening I tried to bring the 
concept of the kingdom of God in the 
New Testament closer to the small group 
of believers who attended. The goal of it  

Preaching at the worship service place in the elderly residence  was to stir our desire for God's kingdom, 
as Jesus said: “But seek first his kingdom and his righteousness....”. It seems quite natural 
that kingdom people set their minds on the kingdom. 



Two Pregnancies 
Angelica first and a few Sundays later 
Regina made the announcement of their 
expecting a child. We are praying for each 
of these two women and their pregnancy. 
Two additional children would bring the 
total number of children from newborn to 
seven years old to be eleven.  Obviously, 
God is blessing this church with a great 
number of children. One thing that has 
become quite clear is that the impact of 
these many children has changed the 
body of the church into something 
different and new making it more noisy,    Angelica, Eliane, Joline, and Mirko who are looking forward
but especially also making it more alive.   to the addition of the soon expected new family member
                                                                                                                                       
Planned Events Until July 2015:
-March 28, Saturday, choir made up of young people from different Churches of Christ in 
                   Switzerland who will sing mostly modern Christian songs 
-April 6-8   Seminar with Allen Black from Harding School of Theology in Memphis,
                    Tennessee, who will speak on the Gospel of Mark
-July 10-20  A group of youth from Pickerington Ohio will be involved in an outreach
                    program with many different activities

Prayers:
-Church visitors Heinz und Verena as they struggle with different kinds of diseases
-On the continual search of a worship place
-Thanking God that he took my mother home to be eternally with him relieving her from 
  much pain and suffering that she otherwise would have had in months to come
-Recovery process of Marcel and my brother who both underwent surgery
-Additional financial support of $500 beginning with 2016 or earlier
-Our preparations for the youth from Ohio that will be in Thun from July 10-20 2015
-Teklosien and Elsa with Ufoita and Yann (also two of their children still in Eritrea)
-Lucia, 72, and Elfriede, 86, who are dealing with all kinds of health problems
-Rösli, 87, who attends the Sunday morning assembly as a regular visitor
-Our small children: Robin, Ilja, Elena, Jeanette, Joline, Sarah, Julia, Eliane and Vanessa
-Anna having her first baby – that through ongoing life she may seek God more deeply
-Young people from church members that do not attend church anymore: Anna, Mathias, 
  Benjamin, Rahel. 
-The visitors and the people that the church is in contact with
-Strengthening our confession of Christ in the world 

Any Funds Can Be Sent to Our Overseeing Congregation:
Park Avenue Church of Christ
5295 Park Avenue
Memphis, TN 38119

Grace and Peace,



Ivan + Lena 

Ivan + Lena Voser Ziegeleistrasse 34a 3612 Steffisburg, Switzerland. E-Mail:
voserivan@hotmail.com  or voserivan@gmail.com, Phone number: 0041 33 534 57 37
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